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The child 9 head one Alexander, so with the memorable victory German farm-worker, where to himself the boundary was thinking of Eastern lands open to be, to Sun god with the victims chopped the soldiers likewise, where more willing souls the remainders of the war might fall, on behalf of the meeting has taught praised, whichsoever might have been with Indians of the strengths, with that combat exhausted: 

For the rest the rich booty to have been and the crowded powers in that area to project, they might petition which. 

Hence now the cheap and worn-out to be the booties about Persians: 

With the jewels and pearls and gold and ivory Macedonia and Greece, not his/her/their only the houses completing to go. 

The greedy soldiers and to the money and glory, likewise because never the affirmation of him/it had deceived them, promise the work. 

And with the low-lying with the good hope s/he/it orders to be constructed the vessels, as, when s/he/it had run through the whole Asia, the boundary of the lands, the sea might watch over. 

The much naval wood in the most nearest mountains was being: 

The serpents have discovered which to chop of the attack of the unvisited size. 

The rhinoceroses likewise, rare elsewhere the animal, in same to the mountains were being. 

The other this name with the beasts imparted from Greeks, use other of the conversation of the ignorant him/it with his/her/their tongue. 

King with the two preserved cities into each of the river, which had overcome, the bank of the plenty presents the leaders the colophon and the thousand to the gold coins apiece: 

With the other likewise on behalf of the part or the steps, were maintaining which in the friendship, or to the done with zeal work the honour is had. 

O Abisars, which the earlier times, which when was being fought [Poro], had sent the envoys towards Alexander, turned back promising has sent other, in all respects soon making, which might have commanded, but not was being collected his/her/their body have given: 

Nor indeed either without the regal command soon conquering or to be soon reigning the prisoner of war. 

To which Alexander has ordered to be announced, if was hesitating towards himself to come, him/it/theirself towards him/it to be soon coming. 

Hence again with the river overcome towards more interior to India s/he/it has proceeded. 

The woods were being near into the immeasurable space wide and with the great men and into the select height with the high trees shady. 

And of the most branch the image of the huge posts I have turned into the ground turned back, which had bent himself, were being raised, so far that the appearance was being not of the branch appearing again, but out of the tree his/her/their root begat. 

The healthful proper mixture of the sky, obviously and the shades lighten the strength of the sun and the waters exceedingly flow out of the springs. 

Moreover this likewise the great strength of the serpents was being with the scales the brightness of the gold returning. 

The venom not any more is harmful: 

Obviously the present death was following the bite, while from the inhabitants the remedy is offered. 

Hence through the deserts came s/he/it is towards the river [Hyarotim]. 

Was being contiguous to the river the wood, dark with the trees elsewhere unvisited and with the multitude of the rustic peacocks crowded. 

With the camps thence moved the town not at a distance situated the crown captures and with the acceptable hostages the tribute imposes. 

Towards the great then, as in that area, s/he/it reaches the city, not with the wall only, but also with the swamp defended. 

Moreover the barbarians with the carriages contiguous between himself soon fighting have opposed: 

The darts with the other the spears, with the other the axes were being [transsiliebantque] into the carriages with the active woodland-pasture, when were wishing have assisted with the working his properties. 

And with the first the unaccustomed specie of the battle has frightened Macedonas, when afar they were being wounded. 

Then with the scorned so with the rough help from to both places the side to the carriages of the surrounded fighting back they have dug they have began. 

And the chains, which were being connected, has ordered I have happened, where more easily the one-each might be encircled. 

And so 8 thousands of his/her/their lost into the town they have fled back. 

With the following day with the ladders on all applied the walls are occupied. 

With the few the speed has been to the health, which to the noted with the ruin of the city have swum across the swamp and have inflicted into the nearby towns huge the terror, the unconquered army and of the gods surely [aduenises] mentioning. 

Alexander towards laying waste has delivered that area with Perdicca with the unencumbered hand to the messenger the part of the plenty of Eumenus, in order that he/it likewise was forcing the barbarians towards the surrender: 

Him/it/theirself other towards the strong city, into which of the other likewise the inhabitants had fled, has led. 

With the messengers of the townspeople, which might beg the king, were preparing with the nothing more small war. 

Obviously the born sedition into the diverse debates had led aside the common people: 

Some the everything more good with the surrender, the certain were leading the no power in themselves to be. 

But now the nothing into the common property s/he/it is consulted, which to the surrender were threatening, receive with the open gates the enemy. 

Alexander was being able to get angry whichsoever with the authorities of the war justly, yet with the all men the favour given and has moved with the acceptable hostages towards the most nearest then the city the camps. 

The hostages were being led before the stream. 

Which when out of the walls they had recognised, as of the tribe of him/it same, into the talk they have assembled. 

Those the mercy of the king and have forced likewise the strength with the recalling towards the surrender them: 

And s/he/it has taken the other cities with the like manner subdued into the faith. 

Hence into the power with Sopithas reached s/he/it is. 

O tribe, as the barbarians believe, the prudence will excel and is ruled with the good customs. 

They lift the begotten children not of the parents with the arbitration and they feed, but of them, with which to be observed had the concern of the infants is entrusted. 

If the conspicuous which or some useless with the part of the members have observed, order to be killed. 

With the marriages they collect not with the specie and nobility adjoining, but chosen with the appearance of the bodies, because same is valued in you are pleased. 

The town of this tribe, to which Alexander had applied the plenty, was being maintained from him/it/theirself Sopith. 

Were being the closed gates, but the nobodies in the walls and towers himself the armed men were showing and Macedonians were doubting, the city inhabitants might have abandoned or might cover with the fraud with himself: 

With the sudden the revealed gate the king Indian with the two adults to the sons opposes, much between the all barbarians lofty with the appearance of the body. 

The garment was being with the gold and separate purple colour, which also was veiling the legs: 

With the golden sandals s/he/it had inserted the jewels, the strengths likewise and the arms with the pearls were being distinguished. 

Conspicuous with the whiteness and size were paying out of the ears the little stones. 

The beryls were distinguishing the golden stick. 

With which delivered the prayer, in order that was taking you preserve, with himself and has abandoned the children and his/her/their tribe. 

The nobles towards to be hunted the dogs in that area are: 

With the barking they are said to withhold, when they have seen I bring, with the lions especially unsafe. 

The strength of these in order that was showing with Alexander, into enclosed lion of the select size has ordered to be hurled and 4 entirely to be applied the dog, which quickly have occupied the wild beast. 

Then out of these, which had accustomed with the suchs offices, have wrested one of the dog to the lion with the others the leg clinging and, because was following not, begins to amputate with the iron. 

Lest indeed thus the determination lived turned back has pursued to cut the other part and thence not more slow was chopping clinging with the iron constantly. 

That dying in the wound of the wild beast had fastened the tooths likewise: 

The so great with those animals towards to be hunted the enthusiasm to have implanted soon being born to the memory projected s/he/it is. 

Truly I copy as the mores I believe: 

For nor I support to affirm, about which I doubt, nor to transfer, I have taken which. 

With the residue therefore with Sopith in his/her/their power about s/he/it has proceeded the river [Hypasin], O Hephaestionus, which had conquered the diverse area, with the connection. 

Phegeus was being the king of the most nearest tribe: 

Which with his/her/their compatriots to till the fields, as had accustomed, with the orders to Alexander with the gifts opposes, the nothing, which might command, refusing. 

The head 2 has halted Biduus at him/it the king: 

With the third day s/he/it had decided to overcome the river, with the passage I take a walk not only difficult of the waters, but also with the stones hindering. 

Inquired then with Phegea, which were being to be learned,12 beyond the river through days the huge solitudes the journey recognises to be: 

To remove then [Gangen], most great of the whole India of the rivers: 

More far bank to till the tribes Gangaridas and Prasiuses and the king of them to be [Aggrammen],20 thousands of the horsemen and with the two hundred you travel besieging of the infantries. 

Towards this of the team-of-fours 2 thousands to draw and, the particular terror, the elephants, was saying to fill which 3 thousand the number. 

The incredible to the king the everything were being seen. 

Therefore of Puses for s/he/it was being with him/it s/he/it inquires, or the springs might be, which might be said. 

Indeed that affirms to be disturbed the strengths of the tribe and power not wrongly: 

Moreover, which might reign, not only ignoble to be, but also of the most far lot, obviously the father of him/it, the barber hardly with the daily gain the repulsing hunger, near the condition not of the inglorious to the heart to have been to the queen. 

From her/it into more nearer of him/it, which then might have reigned, to the friendship the place applied with the killed him/it through the ambushes under the child of the appearance of the tutelage of him/it to have entered the power and with the killed boys this, which now reigns, to have begat, watch overing and cheap with the compatriots, more to the father's chance which remembering his/her/their. 

The affirmation [Pori] had injected I may multiply with the mind of the king the concern. 

S/he/it was scorning the enemy and the beasts, of the thirsts of the places and s/he/it was taking fright the strength of the rivers. 

Banished into the most far nearly of the human things to pursue the boundary and they have elicited the steep place was being seen: 

Turned back with the greed to the glory and the insatiable desire to the rumour the nothing impassable, was allowing to be seen the nothing withdrawing. 

And sometimes s/he/it was doubting, or Macedonians, so many measured out the spaces of the lands, in the sharpness and in the camps the old men made, through the opposite rivers, through so many natures opposing the difficulties they might have soon following: 

The abundant and laden the booty more borne to wish to enjoy, as obtaining to be wearied. 

Not it same to himself and with the soldiers of the mind to be, himself the command of the whole circle with the mind embraced hitherto in the first beginning of his/her/their needs to stand: 

They have desired the soldier with the effort the tired each neighbour enjoyed finished at last with the danger. 

The desire has conquered therefore the account and has arranged towards the meeting with the called soldiers towards this especially the manner: 

' I disregard not, the soldiers, much, which might be able to frighten you, from the inhabitants to India through these days about the diligence to be disturbed. 

But is not unforeseen with you the emptiness of the lying. 

Thus to Cilicia the pharynxes, thus to Mesopotamia the plains, the tiger and [Euphraten], we have gone over the other of which with the ford, the other with the bridge, frightful Persians had made. 

Never towards the clear the rumour is led, truly the everything those with the delivering are more great. 

With our each the glory, when is out of the gold coin, the more yet has which of the name of the need. 

But with which the beasts offering the appearance of the fortifications, which Hydasp the river, truly which the other with the hearing was believing to be able to be supported more great which? 

Formerly, with Hercules, we might have fled out of Asia, if us stories had been able to vanquish. 

Is it not that you believe more great flocks of the elephants to be, as anywhere of the herds they are, when and may be rare animal may be captured nor easily and much more difficult may be softened? 

But same emptiness has counted the plenty of the infantries and horsemen. 

For the river, with which more wide is poured, more gentle this lies in pools: 

Obviously with the narrow banks curbed and into more narrow cavity shattered the torrents import the waters, against with the space of the cavity more slow running is. 

Besides in all bank the danger is, where connecting the vessels the enemy awaits. 

Thus the however much occurs the river, he/it is same the future crisis into the land of the evading. 

But the all those springs we may mould to be. 

Is it not that whether you the size of the beasts or the multitude of the enemies frightens? 

Which concerns towards the elephants, present we have the example: 

Into his men more vehemently as into us they have in-run, so the huge bodies with the axes and sickles are maimed. 

Which but concerns, as many may be, has had the how many Porus, or 3 thousands, with the single or one you wound we may see other into the flight to be avoided? 

Then they rule the few likewise disastrously: 

Truly congregated so many thousands themselves will shatter himself, where neither to stand nor will have been able not fitted the masses of the huge bodies have fled. 

Truly thus I have thought little of the animal those, as, when I was having him/it/theirself, I might have placed opposite not, enough known, more much with his/her/their as with the enemies of the danger to inflict. 

But indeed the multitude of the horsemen and infantries displaces you! 

Indeed with the only a few you are to fight usual and now the first rough you will support the commotion. 

The opposite witness the multitude unconquered the Granan river and Cilicia overflowed of Macedonians of the oak with the blood of Persians and with Arbela, the plains of which from us of the subdued to the bones are spread. 

Late you have began to count the legions of the enemies, after you have made the solitude in Asia with the conquering. 

When through Hellespontus we were sailing, about our scarcity to be thought s/he/it has been: 

Now us Scythas follow, I excel the Bactrian helps [sun], Dahas and Sogdianuses between us fight. 

Nor yet to that commotion I believe. 

I consider your hands, your strength of the things, which I am soon bearing, I may ford and I have the surety. 

As long as with you in the sharpness I will stand, neither of me nor of the enemies of the army I count. 

You but the minds to me full of the eagerness and trust you summon!. 

Not in the threshold of the needs and our efforts, but in the exit we stand. 

We reach towards the rising and Ocean of the sun: 

Unless the idleness opposes, thence we will be returned the conquerors with the tamed thoroughly boundary of the lands into Fatherland. 

You are! unwilling, the lazy farmers make which, the early enjoyments through the ignorance to lose out of the hands. 

Are more great with the dangers the prizes: 

The rich same and is unwarlike area. 

And so not so towards the glory I lead you, as towards the booty. 

You are worthy, which the powers, that sea with the shores imports which, you may refer into Fatherland, worthy, which the nothing inexperienced, the nothing with the fear omitted you may relinquish. 

Through you and your glory, where the human peak you pass, and through and my into you and in your me the merits, with which unconquered we stretch, I beg and I beg, lest the boundaries the approaching nurseling and of the human things your comrade, lest I say the king, you had abandoned. 

For the rest with you I have commanded, the single this I am soon musting. 

And you go you to the funeral pyre, which the nothing ever with you I have anticipated, that the first I might have offered me to the dangers, which often the sharpness with my round shield to be weaved. 

Lest you have broken the palm in my hands, with which Hercules with Liberumqu Father, if the hatred will have been away, I will level. 

You give! this with my prayers and at last the firm silence you break!. 

Where is that shout, the sign of your eagerness? 

Where that of my Macedonians of the face? 

I recognise not you, the soldiers, nor I am seen to be recognised from you. 

I beat the deaf immediately the ears, the behind minds and broken I attempt to cause.' 

Whenever those into the land with the low heads might persist to be silent,' I know not which,' says,' into you ignorant I have failed, because indeed you are willing me not to consider. 

In the solitude to me I am seen to be. 

The nobody answers, the nobody even denies. 

I address which? 

Which but I demand? 

We claim your glory and the size. 

Where those are, the contest of which with the little row I have seen stretching, which chiefly might remove the body of the wounded king? 

The deserted, I am deserted, with the enemies devoted. 

But only with the each I will persist to go. 

You upbraid! me with the rivers and beasts and with those tribes, you dread the names of which. 

I will discover, which may follow the desert from you: 

Scythas and Bactrianuses will be with me, the enemies with the little row, now our soldiers. 

To the custom s/he/it excels, as by request the emperor to be. 

You go! the coming back houses! 

You go! with the deserted king rejoicing! 

I here from you to the desperate victory or to the distinguished death I will discover the place. 

' Indeed the head 3 not thus any the voice of the soldiers has been able to be squeezed. 

Were awaiting, in order that the leaders and the princes towards the king were bearing, with the wounds and attendant effort to the campaign weary not to refuse the duties, but not to be able to support. 

Moreover those with the fear astonished into the land the mouths had sunk. 

Therefore with the first with his/her/their free will of the roar, then the groan likewise rises and gradually more free the pain begins to be raised with the flowing tears, so far as indeed the king the anger into the pity turned not him/it/theirself, might wish whichsoever, will have been able to combine with the eyes. 

At last with the whole meeting more freely crying Coenus has intended to the tardy with the other more nearer tribunal to constitute, significant himself to wish to speak. 

Which as indeed have seen the soldiers the removing helmet to the head thus the king of the address the custom is have began to encourage, in order that the cause the army was conducting. 

Then Coenus,' the gods may hinder,' says,' from us the wicked minds: 

And surely they hinder. 

He/it same the mind is with your, which has been always, to go where you will have ordered, to fight, to try, with our blood to entrust to the posterity your name. 

Hence if you persist, unarmed likewise and nude and bloodless, somehow to you to the heart s/he/it is, we follow even we precede. 

But if to hear of the strength not feigned the voices of your soldiers, truly with the most far need distinct, you present!, I beg, the propitious ears the command and your divination most firmly with the followed and, with the whichever you go on, with the soon following. 

You have conquered, the king, with the size of the things not the enemies only, but also the soldiers. 

[Quidquid] the mortality was being able to capture, we have satisfied. 

With the measured out the seas and the lands more well with us as with the inhabitants the all notorieties are. 

Nearly in the most far with the boundary of the universe we stop. 

Into the other circle you prepare to go and India you ask with Indians likewise unknown: 

Between the wild beasts and the serpents waiting have elicited out of the subterfuges and his/her/their beds you desire, as the mores, the sun sees which, with the victory you may purify. 

The worthy forwards the thinking with your mind, but more high with our man. 

Indeed the strength your always in the growth will be, our strength now in the boundary is. 

To consider the bloodless bodies, so many pierced with the wounds, so many scars rotten. 

Now the darts are blunt, now the arms fail. 

We put on the Persian garment, because civil s/he/it is able to be conveyed upwards not. 

Into the outward we have deteriorated the habitation. 

To the how numbered each the breastwork is? 

Which has the horse? 

You order! to be asked, as much the slaves of themselves they may have pursued, which to the each may remain out of the booty. 

The conquerors of the everything all we are weak. 

Nor with the luxury we work, but with the war we have destroyed the tools of the war. 

This you the most pretty nude army you will upbraid with the beasts? 

Of which in order that the barbarians increase the multitude about the diligence, great yet to be the number also out of the lie I understand. 

But if hitherto to enter into India the certainty is, the area from the noon less is huge, which conquered will be permitted to hasten into that sea, which with the human things the boundary the nature has wished to be. 

Why with the patrol you petition the glory, which is towards the hand situated? 

Thus likewise Ocean opposes. 

Unless you prefer to err, we reach, with your which the chance leads. 

I have preferred to speak these with you as without you with these, not that I was entering the gratitude of the standing around army, but in order that the voice of the speaking rather as moaned of the huming you were hearing. 

' As Coenus has imposed the boundary to the speech, the shout on all the city with the wailing rises, the king, the father, the owner to the indistinct with the voices of the calling. 

And I will go and the others leaders and especially the older men, which on account of the age and the excuse was being more distinguished and the authorities more great, same were entreating. 

That neither to chastise firm nor was being able to soften angry. 

And so weak of the debate s/he/it has leaped down out of the tribunal and s/he/it has ordered with the everything besides the accustomed to approach hindered to be closed the palace. 

The two days to the anger is given. 

With the third day s/he/it has proceeded and to be raised twelve altars out of the squared stone, the reminder of his/her/their expedition, has ordered the fortifications likewise of the camps I have extended and the beds more great form which on behalf of the condition of the bodies to be relinquished, in order that was increasing the appearance of the all men, to the posterity the deceitful wonder preparing. 

Hence repeating, which had measured out, towards the river the camp places Acesin. 

With the strong ibis Coenus with the sickness is quenched: 

Indeed with the death of which the king has groaned, has added yet, near the little days the long speech him/it began, as only Macedonia might be soon seeing. 

I will go in the water the division, had ordered to be built which, was standing. 

Between these [Memnon] out of Thrace into the reinforcement of the horsemen 5 thousands, besides them from Harpalus of the infantries 7 thousands had persuaded and the arms 25 thousands with the gold and silver carved had borne, with which distributed has ordered to be burned the old times. 

Thousand vessels soon approaching Ocean and you may be different and the old hatreds reconsidering of Puses and [Taxilen], of India you will rule, strengthened through the relationship to the gratitude s/he/it relinquishes in his/her/their powers, with the top in the building division of the both with the eagerness of the use. 

The towns likewise two has placed, has called the other of which Nicaea, the other Bucephala, of the horse, had lost which, to the memory and name declaring the city. 

With the elephants then and with the hindrances the land to follow ordered with the second river has descended, forty nearly the stades with the apiece days proceeding, in order that with the suitable places constantly the plenty were being able to be explained. 

The head 4 Peruentum was being into the area, is entrusted into which Hydasps of the Acesian river. 

Hence s/he/it hastens into the boundaries of Sibuses. 

These remember about the army of Hercules his/her/their ancestors to be: 

I may settle to have captured the forsaken sick persons, themselves were maintaining which. 

You will beat on behalf of the garment of the wild beasts, the darts were being of the club: 

And indeed much, when the Greek customs had grown up, were showing of the stock the steps. 

Hence with the ascend-ing made 200 and 50 stades has passed and plundered the area town, the head of him/it, the crown has captured. 

40 the thousands infantries had placed opposite Agalasses in the bank of the rivers: 

Which with the river overcome into the flight has forced and assaults included with the fortifications. 

The adult they are killed, other they have gone for sale. 

The one then the city to assault assailed and with the great strength of the defending s/he/it has lost the much strokes of Macedonians. 

But when in the siege s/he/it had persisted, the townspeoples with the desperate health have exposed the fire with the roofs you follow! and burn the children and the spouses with the fire. 

Which when themselves were increasing, the enemies might quench, the new form to the battle was being. 

Were erasing the city of the inhabitant, the enemies were defending: 

So far also the war into the opposite moves the laws of the nature. 

The citadel was being untouched of the town, into which the protection has abandoned. 

Him/it/theirself with the vessels has travelled round the citadel. 

Obviously 3 whole most great rivers with India besides [Gangen] with the fortification of the citadel connect the waves. 

From the north Indian besets, is combined before Acesins of the noon of Hydaspus. 

Moreover the meeting of the rivers with the maritime moves the like waves and much and with the wild mud, which with the assembly of the waters constantly is disturbed, the journey, which is gone along with the vessels, is collected into the thin cavity. 

And so with the thick waves with himself might import and of the ships hence the prows, hence the sides might beat, to transfer the sails of the sailor have began. 

But the ministries of them hence with the fear, are occupied hence with the very rapid speed of the rivers. 

In the eyes of the all men two more great vessels are submerged: 

More trivial, when and themselves might be unable to the king, into the bank yet harmless are expelled. 

Him/it/theirself king into the most rapid whirlpools happens, with which the turned round slanting ship and impatient of the helm was being conducted. 

Now the garment soon abandoning with himself own into had removed to the body the river and the friends, in order that were removing him/it, not at a distance were swiming and soon swiming as to sail with the steadfast was appearing the doubtful danger so. 

Therefore with the huge contest discharge the oars and the how great the human affairs of the strength was being able to be is applied, as the waves, which were importing himself, might be beaten violently. 

You might believe to be split the waves and backwards the whirlpools to go. 

With which at last the ship rescued not yet to the bank is connected, but is pushed against into the most nearest shallow-water. 

With the river the war you might believe to have been. 

Therefore with Arum plants situated on behalf of the number of the rivers and with the sacrifice made 30 stades s/he/it has proceeded. 

Thence came is into the area of Sudracas and Malluses, the society of the danger had joined which previously to fight between the usual himself then. 

Ninety thousands were being more young infantries in the arms, besides these of the horsemen 10 thousands and nine hundred team-of-fours. 

But Macedonians, which had believed with the all crisis now the dead himself to be, after have recognised to remain the whole war with the most wild with the tribes of India, with the unforeseen fear frightened turned back with the mutinous voices have began to rebuke the king: 

[Gangen] the river and, which might be beyond, the compulsion to transmit, not yet to have finished, but to have moved the war. 

With the untamed tribes the opposite himself, in order that with his/her/their blood they were uncovering Ocean. 

To be drew except the stars and the sun and to be collected to approach, the nature will have transferred which with the eyes of the mortal. 

With the new repeatedly with the arms the new enemies to arise. 

Which in order that the all men pour and may rout, which prize themselves to remain? 

The mist and the darknesses and the continuous night with the depths male lying on, completing with the flocks of the huge beasts the sea, the immovable waves, in which the dying nature will have failed. 

King not his/her/their, but with the anxiety of the soldiers anxious with the meeting the helper teaches, to be unwarlike, may fear which. 

The nothing then besides these tribes to oppose, that not measured out towards the boundary likewise of the universe and efforts they may reach the spaces of the lands. 

To have gone with himself with the fearing those [Gangen] and the multitude of the nations, which might be beyond the river: 

To have avoided the journey there, where the equal glory, more small danger might be. 

Now to foresee himself Ocean, now to blow over towards themselves male the breeze. 

Lest they were envying the praise to himself, s/he/it might petition which. 

The boundaries soon going over those of Hercules and Liberus Father, to his/her/their king with the small expense the immortality to the rumour soon giving. 

Indians to return might be extended himself out of, have fled not. 

The all multitude and is raised especially you are fought with the movable attack: 

Thus of the sedition not the remedies are as more great beginnings. 

Not previously so the eager shout from the army is returned of the ordering, might lead with the following gods and the glory might level, might ape which. 

German farm-worker with these acclamations towards the enemies immediately the camp has moved. 

The most strong the tribes of Indians were being and the war actively were preparing and had selected the leader out of the nation of Sudracas of the tested strength: 

Which under the roots of the mountain has placed the camps and widely the fires, in order that was increasing the appearance of the multitude, shows, with the each shout and with the wailing of his/her/their custom repeatedly the reposing Macedonas in vain to frighten of the attempt. 

Now the light was assailing, when the king to the trust and hope full the eager soldiers the arms to capture and orders to emerge into the sharpness. 

But not is delivered is it not that with the fear or with the rising sedition between themselves suddenly the barbarians have escaped: 

Surely the pathless mountains and hindered have occupied, the stream of which the king in vain pursued has captured the hindrances. 

Reached is then towards the town of Sudracas, into which and the mosts had fled, not more great trust of the fortifications, as of the arms. 

Now the king was applying, when the prophet to remind begins him/it, lest was entrusting or might delay surely the siege: 

The lives of him/it the danger to be showed. 

The king Demophont he/it insomuch as the prophet had considering,' if which,' says,' with you skill your stretching and may interrupt the bowels observing thus, I may doubt not, that the inconvenient and annoying to you may be able to be seen. 

' And when that' thus forwards future' might have answered,' is it not that you think,' says,' the so great things, not the fibres before the eyes of the sheep with the having to be any more great hindrance, which prophet with the superstition capturing? 

' Nor more by day, s/he/it has answered which, gentle s/he/it orders to be applied the ladders and to the tardy with the other s/he/it evades into the wall. 

You narrow! the crown was being of the wall: 

Not the feathers as elsewhere had divided the peak of him/it, but the continuous breastwork overspread had surrounded the passage. 

And so the king was sticking more which was standing in the margin, repulsing I arm with a shield on all the incidental darts: 

For everywhere afar out of the towers s/he/it was being petitioned. 

Nor the soldiers were being able to enter, because were being overwhelmed on top with the strength of the darts. 

At last the decency has conquered the size of the danger, obviously they were sifting with his/her/their delay I have given the king with the enemies. 

But with the hastening they were delaying the helps. 

For now on behalf of himself the each vies to evade, they have loaded the ladders, to which not sufficient rolled down they have deceived the single hope you rule. 

Indeed the army just as in the solitude destitute was standing in the view of the so great. 

The head 5 Iamqu the left hand, which was publicising the round shield towards the blows, had tired with the proclaiming friends, in order that was leaping down towards themselves, and soon removing were standing: 

When that the thing has intended incredible and unheard and much more towards the rumour of the rashness which conspicuous glory. 

Insomuch as into the city full of the enemies with the steep leap he/it himself has inserted, when was being able to expect hardly, fighting surely and not to have unpunished soon dying: 

Obviously before might rise, s/he/it was being able to be suppressed and to be captured alive. 

But perhaps thus s/he/it had balanced the body, in order that with himself feet s/he/it was removing. 

And so standing s/he/it enters the battle and, lest s/he/it was being able to be encircled, the chance had foreseen. 

The ancient tree not at a distance with the wall had objected the branchs with the much foliage clothed just as about the diligence the king covering: 

Of this to the spacious post the body not was being able to be encircled has connected, I arm with a shield the darts, which out of the obstacle were being heaped, removing. 

For when one at a distance so many hand were petitioning, the nobody yet was intending more near to constitute: 

The throwable with the branchs the mores as with the round shield were happening. 

The first the rumour of the crowded name was fighting on behalf of the king, then the desperation, great about honourably the dying incentive. 

But when constantly the enemy was abounding, had removed with the round shield now the huge strength of the darts, now the stones had very-broken the helmet, now with the incessant effort the heavy knees had cut down. 

And so contemptuously and negligently which neighbours had stood have met: 

Out of which s/he/it has removed two with the sword thus, in order that before him/it/theirself you kill they were sinking down. 

Nor to the any then more near to be assaulted him/it the mind has been: 

At a distance the javelins and the arrows were sending. 

That towards the all blows explained not scarcely yet removing with the knees the body was seeing, while Indian of the two elbows the arrow insomuch as with Indians, as before we have said, has discarded the arrows were being of this size thus, in order that was fastening through the little breastplate over the skilful side. 

With which wound dying the collision with the great strength of the blood leaping out has sent back the arms like and so far loosened, in order that indeed not towards plucking the dart was providing with the pledge. 

And so towards robbing body, which had wounded, eager with the joy charges. 

Which as to inject to his/her/their body the hand has perceived, I believe, with the vileness of the most far disgrace excited has revived leaving the mind and nude the side of the enemy with the lying near sword has drunk. 

Three bodies at a distance with the being astounded with the other were lying around the king. 

That as, before the most far breath might fail, fighting yet might be quenched, with the round shield with himself to lift the attempt is: 

And after towards straining the nothing s/he/it was remaining of the strengths, the pledge the expending branchs the surrounding was testing to rise. 

But lest indeed thus powerful of the body turned back into the knees s/he/it sinks down, with the hand challenging the enemies, if which was intending to meet. 

At last Peucests through the other the part of the town with the dislodged defenders of the wall the steps pursuing s/he/it comes up you rule. 

With the visible which Alexander, I will go not to his/her/their life, but the comfort of the death to have came up established, has removed with the round shield wearying the body. 

Timaeus enters thence and somewhat after Leonnatus, to this Aristonus comes up. 

Indians likewise, when within the fortifications the king had learned to be, have assembled with the omitted with the other there and covering were pushing. 

Out of which Timaeus with the much with the opposite body with the acceptable wounds and singular with the high battle has fallen: 

Peucests likewise with the three javelins punctured not with himself yet with the shield, but s/he/it was seeing the king: 

Leonnatus, while removes greedily the destroying barbarians, with the neck deeply hit half-alive has sunk down before the feet of the king. 

Now and Peucests with the wounds weary had emitted the round shield, in Aristonus the most far hope was sticking. 

This likewise deeply wounded was being able to support not the so great strength of the enemies beyond. 

Between these towards Macedonas the king to have fallen with the rumour borne s/he/it is. 

S/he/it might have frightened other, which has enraged those. 

Insomuch as forgetful of the all danger with the axes they have very-broken the wall and, which were being ground approached, have invaded into the city and the more Indians fleeing as to meet have fallen intended. 

Not with the old men, not with the women, not to the infants s/he/it is forbade: 

Whichsoever had opposed, from that the wounded king they were believing to be. 

And at last with the slaughter of the enemies to the just anger appeased the dead s/he/it is. 

Ptolemaeum, which afterwards has reigned, to this battle to have aided the authority is Clitarchus and Timagens. 

But him/it/theirself, of course to his/her/their glory not opposed, has delivered to have been away himself sending into the expedition to the memory. 

The so great ancient of the comparing the reminders of the things even the security even, you bear! to this the fault, the credulity has been! 

With King into the tent referred the wood of the doctor the arrows to the body fastened thus, lest the sting was being moved, hew. 

With the body then laid bare they notice the hooks to belong with the dart nor otherwise it without the ruin of the body to be able to be prolonged, as in order that they were increasing with the cutting the wound. 

Moreover, lest cutting the flowing forth of the blood was occupying, they were fearing: 

Obviously the huge dart was being cast and was being seen to have entered into the entrails. 

Critobulus, between the doctors of the select skill, but in the so great danger frightened, was fearing the hands have applied, lest into the head of him/it/theirself little of the prosperous treatment the outcome was recoiling. 

The sheding tears him/it and fearing and with the anxiety just about the king had observed bloodless. 

' Which,' says,' or because you await the time and not to the highest degree with this pain with me even soon dying you free? 

Or you fear, lest the plaintiff please, with the incurable the wound I might have taken? 

' But Critobulus at last even with the finished or concealed with the fear to encourage begins him/it, in order that was presenting himself holding, while the sting might pull out: 

Also I may make smooth the harmful movement of the body to have been. 

The king when had affirmed the nothing the need to be with them, which might hold himself own, as the teaching was being, without the movement has presented the body. 

Therefore with the revealed more wide with the wound and sting from-plucked the huge strength of the blood begins to flow and to be left with the mind the king and with the mist to the eyes poured over just as dying to be extended. 

Whenever they might restrain the flowing forth with the drugs in vain, the shout likewise and the wailing of the friends rises the king to have exhaled believing. 

At last the blood has agreed and has received gradually the mind and begins to recognise the by-standers. 

With the whole that day and night, which has followed, the armed army has blockaded the palace the liability-admitter, the all men of the one with the breath to live. 

Nor they have receded the earlier times, as learned s/he/it is with the sleep for a short time to repose. 

Hence they have referred more reliable hope of the health of him/it into the camps. 

The head 6 King 7 days with the anxious wound and not yet with the overspread scar, when had heard to have grown strong the rumour of his/her/their death at the barbarians, with the two contiguous vessels to the position into the middle on all the visible tent has ordered, out of which with himself might show to have died believing: 

And the view from the inhabitants has restrained the hope conceived of the enemies with the wrong messenger. 

With the second then with the river s/he/it has descended, the certain amount of the interval from the other division anticipating, lest the quiet with the very-infirm hitherto necessary with the stroke of the oars was being hindered. 

With the fourth, after had began to sail, indeed with the day s/he/it reaches into the deserted area from the inhabitants, but with the grain and cattle abundant. 

That place has pleased and towards his/her/their and towards the rest of the soldiers. 

The custom was being with the princes of the friends and with the guards of the body to keep watch before the headquarter, how often the illness might have happened the obstacles to the king. 

This then with the each custom protected the whole worlds enter the bedroom of him/it. 

The concerned that, lest I know which were reporting, because likewise had came, inquires, if sudden of the enemies might be announced the arrival. 

But Craterus, to which the order was being, in order that was bearing towards him/it the prayers of the friends,' is it not that you believe,' says,' with the arrival more of the enemies in order that now in the stake were stopping the concerned us to be, as the concern of your health, as now is, to you cheap? 

The how great anyone the strength of the all tribes may plot into us, may satisfy with the arms and men the whole circle, may strew with the divisions the seas, may induce the unvisited beasts: 

You us you will be better unconquered. 

But which with this of the gods of Macedonia the height and the star to have been lasting is able to promise, when so greedily with the detected dangers you offer the body, forgetful so many the souls countrymen to draw with you into the fall? 

Indeed which to you outliving either chooses to be or is able? 

There we reach the divination and the command your followed, from where unless with the coming back you towards of the nobody his/her/their Penateses the journey is. 

But if hitherto about the power with Dareus of Persia you were fighting, although the nobody might wish, yet lest was being able to admire indeed, so to be willing with you towards the all crisis to the boldness: 

For where you settle! up are the danger and the prize, and with the second things more great enjoyment is and opposite more great comfort: 

With your truth with the head I have bought the ignoble village, which may bring not of your to the manner of the soldiers, but of the any barbarian tribe of the countryman, which knows your size? 

The mind dreads the thinking to the thing, we have seen which with the little row. 

Of the eloquence I fear, of the unconquered body you rob! the most helpless hands to have been soon corrupting, unless you intercepted merciful into us the chance had protected. 

The as many traitors, the as many deserters we are, the how many you we have been able to pursue not. 

The whole worlds the soldiers disgrace is permitted you may observe, the nobody will reject to pay it, which not was admiting, has been able to excel not. 

To suffer us, I beg, with the other manner to be cheap to you. 

With the whichever you will have ordered, we will go. 

The obscure dangers and we require the ignoble battles with us: 

You own him/it/theirself towards them with the female slave, which capture your size. 

Quickly the glory is falls into disuse in the dirty enemies nor more unworthy any as I may go to be destroyed, where is able to be showed not. 

' Likewise almost Ptolemaeus and like to these other. 

And now with the indistinct voices crying they were begging him/it, in order that at last satisfied to the praise s/he/it was making the manner and to his/her/their health, it is public, might forbear. 

Was being pleasing to the king the responsibility of the friends. 

And so more domestic the clasps orders to alight the one-each. 

And more high with the conversation repeated,' indeed with you,' says,' Oh of the most faithful and conscientious of the countrymen and friends, I conduct the thanks and I have not the ground there in name only, which today my health your you place in command, but which no from the first beginnings of the war towards me the pledge and the evidence of the benevolence you have omitted, so far that to be confessed it has never to me my life to have been so dear, as begins to be, in order that with you by day I am able to enjoy. 

Moreover not same is the thinking of them, which on behalf of me the mulberry trees choose, and my, indeed which I judge this your benevolence with the strength to have merited with me. 

Indeed you the lasting enjoyment out of me, perhaps also continuous you may wish to secure: 

I measure not me with the space of the age, but to the glory. 

S/he/it has been permitted obscure with the father's powers tense within the boundaries through the leisure of Macedonia of the body to await and the ignoble old age, whichsoever lest indeed lazy to himself the utterances dispose but the single good the lasting life valuing with the harsh hedge the death occupies. 

Truly I, which not my years, but I count the victories, if I reckon the services to the chance well, by day I have lived. 

The webs from Macedonia I hold the command to Greece, I have conquered Thrace and Illyriuses, with Triballas and Maeduses I command, Asia, with which to Hellespontus, which with the red sea is washed, I seize. 

And I will go not at a distance the wad with the boundary of the universe, which the other nature of the egress, the other circle to uncover to me position. 

Out of Asia into the boundaries of Europe with the moment of the one hour I have gone over. 

The conqueror of the each area after the nineth of my power, after the twentieth and the eighth the year of the age, is it not that I am seen with you in the improving glory, to which I have devoted me to the one, to be able to rest? 

Truly I will lack not and, wherever I will fight, in the theatre of the lands of the circle to be with me I may believe. 

I will give the nobility with the ignoble places, I will uncover with the altogether tribes the lands, the nature far had removed which. 

In these needs to be quenched to me, if the chance thus will bring, pretty is: 

With that stock I am begotten, in order that I must to choose much earlier the long which the life. 

I entreat you, carefully us to have reached into the lands, with which the woman on account of the strength the most famous name is. 

S/he/it has placed which cities with Samiramas! 

S/he/it has reduced which of the tribe into the power! 

The how greats needs ground s/he/it is! 

Not yet the glory we have levelled the woman and now the satiety of the praise has captured us? 

The gods may favour, more great hitherto remain. 

But thus they will be our, we touch which not yet, if the nothing small we have led, in which to the great glory the place is. 

You but with me from the internal fraud and with the ambushes of the household members you are! better of the axes: 

The crisis of the war and Mars fearless I will enter. 

Philip more safe in the sharpness as in the theatre has been: 

Of the enemies of the hand often s/he/it has avoided, of his/her/their they have escaped s/he/it has prevailed not. 

Of the other likewise the exits of the kings if you have imputed, more before with his men which from the enemy you will count killed. 

Moreover, because formerly to the agile thing in my mind now to be brought out the opportunity is offered, to me most great of the efforts and my needs will be the enjoyment, if Olympiad the mother to the immortality is consecrated, seeing that the life will have passed. 

If s/he/it will have been permitted, him/it/theirself I will be better with this: 

If the utterance will have anticipated me, you to have entrusted with me remember!. 

' And indeed then s/he/it has dismissed the friends: 

Moreover through the many days with the stationary ibis s/he/it has had. 

They are borne the head 7 this now in India, the Greek soldiers recently into the settlements from the king attenuated around with the born Bactra between themselves with the sedition had failed, not so with Alexander hostile, as with the fear of the punishment. 

Obviously with the killed certain of the compatriots, which were being more strong, the arms have began to observe and with the Bactrian citadel, which accidentally more heedlessly was being kept, occupied had driven the barbarians likewise into the society of the desertion. 

Athenodorus was being first of them, which of the king likewise had taken the name, not so with the desire of the command as into Fatherland returning with them, which were following the authority of him/it/theirself. 

To this [Biton] certain of the nation of him/it same, but on account of the rivalry unsafe has prepared the ambushes and invited towards the courses through the certain Boxus Margianum in the feast kills. 

With the following day with the meeting the helper I go besides lain in ambush to himself of Athenoduses and with the most had persuaded: 

But with the other was being suspected fraud with Bitonas and gradually into the more the suspicion begins to flow. 

And so the Greek soldiers the arms capture soon killing Biton, if the opportunity was being given: 

Moreover the princes of them have softened the anger of the multitude. 

Besides his/her/their hope [Biton] with the present danger little rescued after s/he/it has lain in ambush with the authorities of his/her/their health: 

With the noted trick of which and they have caught firmly him/it/theirself and Boxus. 

The other Boxum immediately has pleased to be killed, Biton also through the torture to be killed. 

And now to the body the windlasses were being applied, when Greeks like uncertain on account of which cause wander you derange towards the arms. 

With the roar heard clearly of which, which were being to turn Biton of the order, feared have omitted, lest were being hindered it to make with the loud cry of the misbehaving. 

That, as laid bare was being, has reached towards Greeks and the wretched shape with the punishment sudden has moved resolved into the diverse the minds and to be dismissed had ordered him/it. 

With this manner the penalty the two-times freed with the other, which have relinquished the settlements ascribed from the king, returns into Fatherland. 

This around with Bactra and the boundaries of Scythas borne. 

Meanwhile the king of the two tribes, about which before the saying is,100 envoys approach. 

The all men with the chariot were being borne, with the select size of the bodies, with the beautiful condition: 

The linen garments with the weaved gold and purple colour [destinctae]. 

They with himself have given themselves, the cities and the fields were referring, through so many ages the uninjured freedom of that the first to the faith and authority soon relinquishing: 

The gods to himself the authorities of the surrender, not the fear, obviously with the untouched strengths the yoke to remove. 

The king with the debate had has taken devoted into the faith with the tribute, which with Arachosias and the which nation was paying, with the imposed. 

Besides 2 thousands and 500 horsemen commands and the everything obediently from the barbarians made. 

You invite then towards the courses with the envoys of the tribes and with the petty kings to be furnished with the feast has ordered. 

100 chosen gold coins with the moderate intervals were being placed, with the beds the canopies the purple colour and gold had surrounded flashing, whichsoever either at Persians with the old luxury or at Macedonas with the new change spoiled was being, to the indistinct with the faults in that feast of the each tribe showing. 

The Athenian Dioxippus was concerning with the feasts, the noble boxer and on account of the select strength of the strengths also to the king well-known and pleasing. 

The hateful spiteful and they were rebuking through the serious and the game of the fed lavishly body to follow the useless beast: 

When themselves were entering the battle, I smell of being wet to prepare the stomach with the feasts. 

Same therefore in the feast Macedonian now drunken to reproach to him/it begins Horratas and to demand, as, if the man was being, might decide with the following day with himself to the iron: 

The king at last even about his/her/their rashness even about the idleness of that soon judging. 

And from Dioxippus contemptuously military eluding I will rampage the taken agreement is and with the following day the king, when also might request more sharp contest, because was being able to deter not, resolved to perform the step is. 

The huge strength of the soldiers, between which Greeks were being, were desiring with Dioxippus. 

Macedonian had accepted the just arms, the coppered round shield, the left hand holding call the spear which Macedonian lance, with the pledge the light spear and with the sword of the crown, just as with the mores likewise soon fighting. 

Dioxippus with the oil shining and garlanded with the left hand the scarlet cloak, the pledge the strong and knotty was preferring the post. 

She/it him/it/theirself thing of the all men had hanged up the minds with the expectation, obviously with the armed man to meet nude madness, not the rashness was being seen. 

Therefore Macedonian, not doubtful afar to be able to be killed, has hurled the light spear: 

Dioxippus with the small with the swerving of the body might have avoided which, before that might transfer the spear into the pledge, has jumped and has broken with the post the middle her/it. 

With the lost to both places with the dart Macedonian had began to draw the sword. 

Dioxippus has collided which occupied with the surrounding sudden with the feet transferred into the land and has imposed with the rescued sword the foot over the neck lying, the post pointing and soon shattering I go conquered, if hindered might be from the king. 

Of the sad show of the outcome not with Macedonians only, but also with Alexander has been, especially because the barbarians had aided: 

Obviously s/he/it was fearing to have cut back crowded the strength towards the mockery of Macedonians. 

Hence towards the accusation of the hateful are unrolled the ears of the king. 

And after the little days between the courses the golden drink out of the agreement is transferred and of the attendant, as if might have lost which had withdrawn, they approach the king. 

S/he/it is often less to the perseverance in the redness as in the fault. 

Concluded of the eyes, with which as the thief was being bound, Dioxippus has been able to bring not and, when had passed with the feast, with the letters enrolled, which to the king might be returned, with the iron kills himself. 

Deeply the king has brought the death of him/it, valuing of the indignation to be, not the witness of the repentance, certainly after wrongly the joy of the hateful shows the accused excessive him/it. 

Are returned the head 8 the low-lying envoys Indians the houses with the few after with the days with the gifts. 

300 the horsemen were being,1030 chariots, the yoked four abreast horses were leading which, of the linen garment somewhat, thousand Indian shields and the talents of the bright iron 100 and the lions of the rare size and the tigers, the each animal towards the tameness subdued, of the lizards likewise the skins and the backs huge of the tortoises. 

With Craterus then the king commands, not at a distance with the river, through which was being him/it/theirself soon sailing, might lead the plenty: 

Them but, which to accompany were being accustomed him/it, imposes into the ships and into the boundaries of Malluses with the second river is conveyed. 

Thence has approached Sabarcas, strong to India the tribe, which of the people, was being ruled not with the command of the kings. 

60 thousands of the infantries were having, of the horsemen six thousands: 

The chariots 500 were following these plenty. 

3 leaders had selected tested with the warlike strength. 

But which in the fields were being most nearest to the river crowded but were having the villages especially in the bank as have seen the whole river, which was being able to be foreseen, with the vessels the platform and so many the flashing arms soldiers, frightened with the new shape, exercised of the gods and the other Liberus Father, famous in those tribes the name, were believing to approach. 

Hence the shout of the soldiers, hence the strokes of the oars and different had satisfied the voices of the sailors encouraging the fearful ears. 

Therefore the whole worlds towards them, which were being in the arms, run, to rave proclaiming: 

With the gods the battle soon entering, the vessels not to be able to be counted, which might bear the unconquered men. 

And only into the army of his/her/their they have inflicted of the terror, in order that the envoys they were sending the tribe soon abandoning. 

To these acceptable into the faith towards the others then s/he/it reaches the tribes with the fourth day. 

With the nothing the more has been of the mind with these, as with the other had been. 

And so with the town there seasoned, which had ordered to be called Alexandria, the boundaries of them, which Musicanuses are called, has entered. 

This about Teriolt governor, had placed in charge which with Parapamisadas, has recognised to them same proving and much greedily and has ordered to be killed arrogantly to have made the intimacy. 

O Oxyarts, the praetor of Bactrianuses, not fluent only, but also justly the oblate is more great love command with the boundaries. 

With Musicanas then into the authority reduced with the city of them protectors s/he/it has imposed. 

Thence towards Praestuses, and him/it/theirself to India the tribe, reached s/he/it is. 

The Portican king was being, which had included himself to the defended city with the great hand of the compatriots. 

This Alexander with the third day, had began to besiege which, has assaulted. 

And Porticanus, when had fled into the citadel, has sent towards the king the envoys about the agreement of the surrender: 

But before might approach him/it, two towers with the huge noise had fallen prostrate, through the falls of which Macedonians have evaded into the citadel, Porticanus with the only a few fighting back is killed the captured which. 

Destroyed therefore with the citadel and captured all men offered for sale the boundaries of Sambus the king the entry is and with the much towns acceptable into the faith most strong has captured the city of the tribe with the rabbit. 

With the barbarisms like the vision of the monster is, undeveloped [miltarium] of the needs: 

Obviously into the middles nearly with the city the armed men with the land were arising with the nobody of the undermined cave before with the step made. 

80 thousands of Indians in that area chopped Clitarchus is the authority and the much prisoner of wars under the crown to have came. 

Turned back Musicanuses have failed, towards which to be suppressed the sending is [Pithon], which the captured prince of the tribe and has persuaded towards the king same the authority of the desertion. 

Where Alexander into the cross with the lifted turned back the river, had ordered in which the division to await with himself, repeats. 

With the fourth then with the following day with the river reaches towards the town, which was being in most within power of Sambus. 

Recently that had abandoned himself, but the townspeoples were refusing the command and had closed the gates. 

With the despised scarcity of which the king 500 Agrianuses has ordered to enter the fortifications and slowly receding to elicit except the walls the enemy soon following surely, if they have fled them was believing. 

O Agrianuses, as the command was being, with the provoked sudden enemy the backs have turned: 

Which the barbarians freely following into the others, between which him/it/theirself king was being, happen. 

With the renewed therefore with the battle out of 3 thousands of the barbarians 600 comma they are, thousand capacity, other with the fortifications of the city I have included. 

But not as with the first happy appearance the victory, thus with the each outcome has been, obviously the barbarians with the poison had wetted the swords. 

And so wounded constantly were expiring nor the cause so of the active death was being able to be devised from the doctors, when also the trivial blows might be incurable. 

The barbarians but the incautious and casual had expected the king to be able to be removed. 

And perhaps between the most willing fighting untouched s/he/it had evaded. 

Especially Ptolemaeus, indeed with the left upper arm lightly wounded, but more great danger as with the wound of the disposition, had turned the anxiety into himself of the king. 

With the blood the connection was being and the certain were believing with Philippi begeting to be, was agreeing surely with the mistress of him/it the rising. 

It same the guard of the body and the most willing warrior and with the skills of the peace as to the campaign more great and more clear: 

With the little amount and courtesy with the habitation, honourable in the chiefs and easy approach, the nothing out of the scornful contempt to the palace s/he/it had taken. 

On account of these to the king or compatriots more dear s/he/it might be, s/he/it was being able to be doubted: 

Then surely the first tested the minds of his/her/their, so far as the chance, into which afterwards climbs, in that danger Macedonians to have foreboded may be seen. 

Obviously not more trivial with those of Ptolemaeus has been the concern, you rule which. 

Which and with the battle and anxiety weary with Ptolemaeus might resemble, gathering, in which him/it/theirself might repose, has ordered to be inflicted. 

Into which as s/he/it has received himself, immediately more high it has the followed sleep. 

Out of which caused through the quiet to have seen with himself s/he/it explains the appearance of the dragon the offered herb bringing with the mouth, as the remedy might have showed of the poison to be: 

S/he/it was referring the colour likewise to the herb, soon recognising, if which had discovered, affirming. 

Discovered then obviously from the much likewise was being required has imposed to the wound and immediately with the pain finished within the short space scar is with the each overspread. 

The barbarians as the first hope had deceived, with himself themselves and they have abandoned the city. 

Hence into the most nearest tribe Patalia reached s/he/it is. 

The king was being with Moeras, which with the deserted city into the mountains had escaped. 

And so Alexander exceedingly acquires and devastates the fields. 

The great they are thence to the booty conducted of the cattle and herds, the great strength discovered of the grain. 

With the leaders then accepted the river skilled has descended towards the island with the middle nearly with the cavity sprouted. 

The head 9 ibis more by day to halt the compulsions, because the leaders lazily kept had escaped, has sent, which might hunt other: 

Nor with the discoveries the stubborn desire going to see Ocean and approaching the boundaries of the universe without of the area you die his/her/their head to the unknown river and so many the health of the most strong men has forced to relinquish. 

They were sailing therefore of the all men, through which they were being brought, ignorant. 

The how great thence might be away the sea, which tribes might till, as gentle the river the bone, as patient might be of the long ships, the doubtful and the blind valuation was being prophesied: 

One was being the comfort of the rashness the continuous luck. 

Now 400 stades had proceeded, when the helmsmen to recognise themselves male the breeze and indicate to be away to the king not at a distance to be seen to himself Ocean. 

The happy that to encourage begins the seamen, they might press on with the oars: 

To aid the boundary of the effort with the all vows desired: 

Now the nothing to the glory to lack, the nothing to oppose to the strength, without the any with the crisis of Mars, without the blood the circle to the land from those of the capon: 

Lest indeed the nature more far to be able to proceed, shortly unknown unless with the immortals to be soon seeing. 

S/he/it has hurled the few yet with the vessel into the bank, which might remove the roving countrymen, out of which you inform! was expecting to be able to be learned. 

Those scrutinized the all cottages at last hidden have discovered. 

Which asked, the sea might be away which at a distance, indeed have answered the nobody themselves with the male not with the rumour to have taken, moreover with the third day to be able to be reached towards the bitter water, which might spoil pleasant. 

Is the understood sea to be bound from the ignorant of the soon being born him/it. 

And so with the huge eagerness the seamen row and with the most nearest each with the day, where more near the hope was being applied, the fire of the minds was emerging. 

With the third now with the day mixed to the river was entering the sea, you mitigate! hitherto with the agitation combining the unequal waves. 

Then the other island positioned with the middle river little exalted more clinging, because with the agitation of the running s/he/it is bounced back, they connect the division and towards the supplieses petitioning they wander, of the carefree fall of him/it, which comes up with the ignorant. 

The third nearly the hour was being, with the stood turn Ocean seething begins to be imported and backwards the river to push: 

Which with the first curbed, then more vehemently the obstacle was being conducted the stroke more great attack, as rushing with the steep cavity meet Ignota generally of the reliance had soon being born and the monsters and the angers the god evidences were being seen to sift. 

Repeatedly the rising sea and into the plains dry with the little row they have dismounted poured over. 

And I will go with the made smooth vessels and with the whole division scattered, which were being explained, on all towards the ships nervous and with the unforeseen evil astonished return. 

But in the commotion the haste is with the each slow. 

These with the lances the vessels were beating, these, while were approving to be adapted the oars, had alighted: 

The certain to swim hurrying but you await not, which were musting to be likewise, the limping and not fitted the vessels faintly were struggling: 

The others of the ships rashly destroying had received not and equally and the multitude and the scarcity hastening was delaying. 

I am proclaimed hence to await, hence to go of the ordering and the dissonant voices nowhere it same and one of the stretching not of the eyes only used, but also had stolen of the ears. 

Lest indeed in the helmsmen any was being of the power, of which neither the voice from the misbehaving was being able to be heard clearly nor the command from the frightened [inconpositisque] to be protected. 

Therefore to be crushed between himself ships and to be banished reciprocally of the oar and the vessels of the other of the other have began to push. 

You might believe not the division of the one army [uei], but the dock entered of the two to be the contest. 

The prows were being instilled with the sterns, were being pressed from the following, the foregoing which had disturbed: 

The anger of the quarrelling was reaching also towards the hands. 

And now the agitation whole around the river had overflowed the plains with the mounds only lofty just as with the small islands, into which and the mosts nervous with the omitted vessels hurry to swim out. 

The scattered division was standing the part in the very high water, which had settled the valleys, was sticking the part in the ford, somehow uneven the peak of the land the waves had occupied: 

With the sudden new and with the former the ancestor terror is instilled. 

S/he/it begins to be breathed the sea with the great with the extent with the waters into his/her/their sea returning and s/he/it was returning the lands with the little deep row open sea dipped. 

Therefore the destitute others vessels are thrown headlong into the prows, the others into the sides sink down. 

Were being the spread plains with the packs, with the arms, with the fragments of the wrested records and oars. 

The soldier neither to sally into the land nor was intending to halt in the ship, repeatedly with the present more heavy, which might follow, awaiting. 

Hardly, which were enduring fully, were believing have seen themselves, in the dry land the shipwrecks, in male river. 

Nor you finish of the evils: 

Obviously the agitation somewhat after the sea soon referring, where the vessels might be lifted, ignorant, the hunger and were foreboding most far to himself own. 

The beasts likewise with the waves destitute frightful were wandering. 

And now the night was assailing and the desperation of the health with the sickness had affected the king likewise. 

Not yet the concerns overwhelm the unconquered mind, that with the whole night might very-settle in the mirrors and river might send ahead the horsemen towards the bone, as, with the male turned back might have perceived to seethe, might precede. 

The vessels likewise and mangled to be rebuilt and overturned with the waves s/he/it orders to be raised and prepared to be and eager, s/he/it might have overflowed with turned back the male the lands. 

The whole they at night between the watches and the exhortations destroyed quickly and the horsemen with the huge running have fled back and it has the followed agitation. 

Which with the first with the waters with the gentle extent entering begins to lighten the vessels, soon with the whole plains overflowed also has driven the division. 

The clapping of the soldiers and seamen was resounding the unhoped for health with the beyond measure with the joy of the celebrants with the shores and banks. 

From where only had returned with the sudden male, with which day before might have fled back, the which might be of him/it same the nature of the element, but warring, but with the command of the times liable, wondering were requiring. 

King when out of him/it, which might happen, after the rising stood of the sun the time might conjecture to be, with the middle night, in order that was occupying the agitation, has descended with the little vessels with the second river. 

And exalted the bone of him/it 400 stades has proceeded into the sea, at last sharing of his/her/their vow: 

And with the protectors and with the gods of the sea and places with the sacrifice made towards the division s/he/it has returned. 

The head 10 hence the opposite river enters the division and is with the one day driven to not at a distance with the salted lake, the unknown nature of which and has cheated rashly most advanced the water. 

Obviously the itch has entered the bodies and the act of touching of the sickness also into the others publishing is. 

The oil has been with the remedy. 

With Leonnatus then sent ahead, in order that s/he/it was digging the wells, with the by land which the journey soon leading exercised was being seen obviously was being dry area him/it/theirself has halted with the plenty, the of the spring time awaiting. 

Meanwhile and the cities and s/he/it has placed most. 

With Nearchus and Onesicritus to the nautical thing you die has commanded, in order that they were escorting most strong of the ships into Ocean and of the advance, as long as without risk they might be able, they might learn the nature of the sea: 

Or with same river or Euphrates them to be able to enter, when towards himself they were wishing to be returned. 

And I will go with the softened winter and ships, the useless which were being seen, you burn the land was leading the army. 

With the nineth camps into the area [Arabiton], thence the as many days into reached of Cedrosiuses s/he/it is. 

Book this people with the hearing had has abandoned with himself nor any you abandon besides the supplieses commanded is. 

With the fifth hence with the day s/he/it comes towards the river: 

The inhabitants of Arabs call. 

The deserted area and weak of the waters removes. 

Measured out into Oritas s/he/it goes over which: 

There s/he/it has delivered the ancestor of the army the part of Hephaestionus, the trivial equipment with Ptolemaeus and Leonnatus shared s/he/it is. 

Three likewise the streams were devastating Indians and the great booties are conducted: 

The maritime Ptolemaeus, other him/it/theirself king and from the other part Leonnatus were burning. 

In this with the each area has placed the city and are escorted into her/it Arachosiuses. 

Hence s/he/it reaches towards the maritime Indians. 

They hold the deserted and huge the area widely and indeed not with the neighbours with the any of the trade justly they are mixed. 

Him/it/theirself solitude with the each nature has brutalised cruel the natures: 

The nails never shortened jut out, the rough hairs and are uncut. 

The cottages with the mollusks and construct with the other sweepingses of the sea. 

With the skins of the wild beasts of the roof with the fishs with the sun hardened and more great likewise of the beasts, the wave has expelled which, with the meat they feed on. 

With the destroyed then with the foods Macedonians with the first the lack, then towards the most far they have began to perceive the hunger, the roots of the palms insomuch as the only that tree is begat everywhere probing. 

But, with these each the foods had failed, indeed the mules to chop of the attack not with the horses were withholding: 

And when were lacking, which might bear the packs, the booties about the enemies, had scoured near the most far which of Eastern lands, were burning with the fire. 

The hunger then the plague has followed, obviously of the unhealthy foods of the new juice, towards this the effort and the sickness of the journey the minds had published the sicknesses and neither to remain without the disaster nor were being able to advance: 

The remaining hungers, more sharp plague was pushing advanced. 

Therefore were being the spread plains nearly with the half-alive mores as with the corpses. 

And indeed not more lightly the sick persons were being able to follow: 

Obviously the stream hurriedly was being conducted so great with the one-each towards the hope of the health themselves to make with the believers, they might anticipate how great with the hastening of the journey. 

Therefore which had failed the notable and unknown, in order that were being lifted, were begging: 

But nor the mules were being, with which might be able to be removed, and the soldier hardly was carrying the arms and of the threatening and with themselves the shape was being of the bad before the eyes. 

Indeed therefore more often revived not to consider they were supporting his/her/their the pity into the fear turned. 

The forsaken those the gods the witnesses and the common sacrifices and were begging of the king the power: 

Whenever in vain they might weary the deaf ears, into the madness equal with the desperation turned with his/her/their emerged and you may imitate with themselves they were entreating the friends and the companions. 

King with the pain likewise and with the decency anxious, because with the cause of the so great disaster him/it/theirself was being, about [Phrataphernen], of Parthyaeuses [satrapen], has sent, which might order the cooked foods to be reported with the camels, and has made other more reliable prefects of the neighbouring areas of his/her/their need. 

Nor rested s/he/it is from these. 

And so with the hunger only the claimed army at last into the boundaries of Cedrosia is led. 

The fertile plenty of the all things the area is: 

Into the stationary which s/he/it has had, in order that s/he/it was strengthening the vexed soldiers quietly. 

This has taken the letters of Leonnatus, to have clashed him/it/theirself with 8 thousands of the infantries and 400 horsemen of Oritas with the prosperous outcome. 

From each Craterus the messenger comes, [Ozinen] and [Zariaspen], the noble Persians, the desertion struggling suppressed from himself in the chains to have. 

With the placed in command then to the area with Sibyrtius insomuch as [Menon], the prefect of him/it, had perished with the sickness into Carmania recently him/it/theirself has advanced. 

Aspasts the governor was being of the tribe, suspected the things to have wished to renew, when in India the king is. 

Which opposing the concealed anger courteously addressed, while might test, which were being conveyed, has had in same honour. 

When thence of the prefect, as the command was being, of the horses, and the huge strength of the nuptial mules out of the all man, which was being under the command, with the area might have sent, with which were lacking the hindrances, restores: 

The arms likewise towards the former are rebuilt tilled, were being away not peaceful only obviously not at a distance from Persia, but also with the wealth. 

Then, as above the saying is, of the emulation of Father Liberus not the glory only, had obtained which out of those tribes, but also the rumour, or that the triumph has been from him/it first built, or of Bacchanteses of the play, decides to imitate, with the mind raised over the human peak. 

The villages, through which the journey was being, orders to be spread with the flowers and crowns, with the thresholds of the temples the depressions full with the wine and by another way the vessels of the select size to be disposed, the carriages then flat, in order that more the soldiers were being able to capture, into the manner of the tents to be equipped, by another way with the bright sails, with the other rich in garment. 

The chiefs were going the friends and the regal court with the different surrounded with the flowers and crowns elsewhere of the flute players the songs, elsewhere the noise of the lyre was being heard likewise with the carriages on behalf of the plenty of the each equipped the carousing army, with the arms, which were being especially beautiful, with the hanging around. 

Himself and was bearing with the golden depressions of him/it and the same with the huge drinks of the wood burdensome the guests chariots. 

With this manner through the days 7 assaults the Bacchanite-revelling stream, the prepared booty, if which with the conquered even the foe opposite carousing of the mind had been: 

Thousand with Hercules the men only and sober, have been able to capture 7 with the drunkenness days you may burden in his/her/their triumph. 

But with the chance, which with the things places the rumour and the price, this likewise turns the disgrace of the campaign into the glory. 

And the present age and the posterity then has marvelled, through the tribes not yet with the crops subdued to have advanced drunken, barbarian, because the rashness was being, the trust to be with the believers. 

The executioner was following this preparation: 

Obviously the governors Aspasts, about which row the saying is, to be killed the order is: 

So far neither to the luxury any the cruelty nor opposes to the cruelty with the luxury. 

Done. No. of words translated in file = 8068.

Time taken = 00:00:00.49.



